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Proper
Fit Cap



Proper Fit Cap

Includes:
A headpiece worn 

under helmet.

Worn at all times

This cap will have sensors that can detect 
when the air pockets are blown 

up to proper size.

There will be an app that can connect
with the sensors to inform coaches, 

parents, etc. how much pressure 
has been applied.



before the proper fit cap 
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Interior of helmet

Currently,  helmets are fitted by an air pump and padding system, but relies on non-exact 

methods of adjustment and is subjective to the users’ preference.  



the proper fit cap 
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A sensor detection system would evaluate the proper fit of pad-to-head fit with app verification. 

right side 
needs more 

pressure



Helmet
Retro Fit



helmet retro-fit

Includes:
Attachable plastic or
  gel crumple zones. 

Worn at all times.

The attachable crumple zones will
bend in order to disperse force

amongst a wide area.
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//attachable

//absorbable

helmet retro-fit
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how it’s beneficial

how it works

before hit during hit
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Riddell speedflex adds crush zone to 
absorb energy from direct impacts.

pros: absorbs some of the force of
 direct impacts

cons: only protects players in one key
 area of impact

helmet retro-fit



think of

google glass projects images out in 
your 3D visual space using a prism.



Blind Spot
Detection



Blind spot detection visor/senor

Includes:
Attachable sensor at back 

of helmet and an attachable 
visor with sensors.

The sensors will pick up opposing 
team from behind, a split second

 before the hit.

The lights that are located on the
visor will light up to give the

player a visual stimulus causing an
immediate instincual reaction.
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Back sensor 

detects motion  
of opposing team
from behind

Front lights 

warn the player 
directly before a hit
causing an 
instinctual reaction
of tensing up

Blind spot detection visor/senor
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motion from behind

happens just miliseconds before a hit causing an instinctual reaction rather than a planned reaction to avoid competitive 
advantage. 



think of

blind spot detection systems on vehicles

other possible stimuli

could use hearing or vibration instead of light 
as a stimuli 



Peripheral
Training Glasses 



peripheral vision training glasses

Includes:
Glasses and gloves

equipped with sensors.

Worn at practice.

Glasses will have light that would rest
above the brows. These lights would

project in different directions to work 
peripheral vision.

Gloves are worn to break the laser to 
recognize the light.



peripheral vision training glasses



peripheral vision training glasses

front view

back view

Dynavision D2TM
inspiration

http://products.dynavisioninternational.com/products/d2

for example 



Combine two ideas?



Color Detection

how it works

Sensor Detection

tiny sensors embedded in 
surface of dummy to 
record force.

The collection of data from 
each of the individual 
force sensors creates a 
“map” of the hit. 

i.e. will show where the 
majority of the player’s 
force is being directed in a 
hit.

Pair this data with prede-
termined data from cor-
rect hits to show player 
what they are doing 
wrong.

show on screen/smart 
phone

dummy is created with 
thin layers of material 
“sandwiching” a colored 
gel-like substance.

During a hit, the colored 
gel will be displaced from 
the area(s) of contact. The 
hit will be de�ned by the 
negative area with no 
colored gel. 

A player can compare this 
to correct hits and make 
judgments on his or her 
own.

Gel will return to an even 
distribution after a few 
seconds due to the force 
of air pressure inside.



Balance/
Training Board



balance/Training board

Includes:
Training board.

Used at home or practice.

Works on proper tackling technique. Each 
piece of the training board is for training

the five steps of tackling. 

The platform is adjustable as well as 
the bar for height and stance.



Inside of Board

balance/Training board
Breakdown

Position

buzzing
the feet

hit
 position

the
shoot

rip

balance/Training board



think ofbalance/Training board



Take Home
Tackling Dummy



Tackling take-home training dummy

Includes:
Practice Dummy

Used at home.

Meant to visually show proper tackling 
technique by a sensor to human contact

or gel to human contact.

Tackling take-home training dummy



Tackling take-home training dummy

head-to-chest contact
how to detect contact

keeping your head up

Sensor Detection

Tackling take-home training dummy


